
2018 – 2019 Educational Year, 3RD Vocabulary Quiz for 8TH Grade Students.  

( 1St and 2Nd  Units – Friendship and Teen Life) 

   Name , surname :  Class :                                   Number : 

1) Match the words with their synonyms. 

1 Fashionable a Polite  
2 Ridiculous b Meet again ( come together after a while ) 
3 Terrific c Fond of ( interested in ) 
4 Something in common d Occasion 
5 Event  e Absurd  
6 Reunion  f Awesome 
7 Self - centered g Selfish  
8 Relaxed  h Same interests ( or hobbies ) 
9 Keen on  i Trendy 
10 Kind  j Laid - back 

1-        2-            3-             4-              5-             6-             7-             8-            9-           10-    
 

2) Match the words with their antonyms 

1 Unbearable  a Crazy about 
2 Same  b Accept 
3 Refuse  c Before 
4 Can’t stand  d Get on well with 
5 Arrive  e Leave 
6 Argue   f Different 
7 Casual  g Impressive ( Wonderful / Awesome ) 
8 After  h Formal  
9 Realistic   i Serious 
10 Funny j Fantastic ( fantasy ) 

1-           2-            3-             4-              5-             6-             7-             8-            9-           10-    
 

3) Match the questions with the answers. 
 

1 What makes George so special for you ? a No, I don’t. Fashion is ridiculous . 
2 Would you like to have a dessert ? b Yes please, may I have some ice-cream? 
3 Are you fond of reading a lot ? c I think it is dangerous but exciting. 
4 Why don’t you tell me your favourite song?  d It is ‘Mecnun’  from Buray. 
5 What is your opinion about skydiving? e I’d love to but I’m busy at the weekend. 
6 Which one do you prefer? Casual clothes or 

formal clothes? 
f He is honest and supportive so his friendship 

is important to me. 
7 How about going to science center on Sunday? g Of course I’m. People say  I’m a bookworm. 
8 What is the deadline for joining to party? h The first one. They are comfortable. 
9 Shall we go trekking on Tuesday  ? i It is fifh of July. 
10 Do you enjoy keeping up with latest fashion? j It sounds great. I love nature. 

1-         2-            3-             4-              5-             6-             7-             8-            9-           10-    
 



4) Choose the correct Word 

1- ‘12 Angry Men’ is a terrific movie. It is awesome / unbearable. 

2- Elon Musk  can’t stand / is interested  in technology. He produces impressive technological 
cars , rockets and robots. They are amazing. 

3- In her fashionable clothes, Mary looks  cool / boring. She is beautiful. 

4- You spend / save  so much money on clothes. Don’t do that. Fashion is ridiculous. 
5- Metin : Zeki and I get on well with each other. When I need help , he always lies to / 

supports me. 
 

5) Circle the odd one. 

 

1 a) Fond of b) Keen on c) Crazy about d) Can’t stand 

2 a) Rap b) Comedy c) Jazz  d) Pop 

3 a) Great  b) Awesome c) Unbearable d) Terrific 

4 a) Of course b) Sure c) Okay d) Not really 

5 a) Reunion b) Meet again c) Count on d) Come together 

6 a) Pasta b) Cake c) Baklava d) Ice cream 

7 a) Lier b) Mate c) Buddy d) Close Friend 

8 a) Impressive b) Terrible c) Cool d) Great  

 

6) Choose the correct options.
 

1-) Jeremy : _ _ _ _ _ _ _?  
 

     Sally : To be honest, four times a week.  
 

     Jeremy : That is too much. You should be careful  
                  about your health.  
 

A) How do you make chocolate cake?  
B) How many lessons do you have at school  
C) How often do you eat fast food?  
D) Where do you do your exercises? 
 
2-)  You have a new friend and he invites you to a     
      party but you don’t want to attend. Refuse it    
      and make an excuse?  
 

A) That is nice. I have nothing better to do.  
B) I’m busy but I can’t refuse. I will join.  
C) I’m sure we will have fun together.  
D) I’m sorry but I can’t. I have to stay at home. 
 
3-)  I prefer hiking because it is _ _ _ .  
 

A)  exciting             B)  boring  
 
C)  ridiculous           D)  unbearable  

4-) One of your friends invites you to heavy metal 
concert. You are not into it because it is too loud. 
So you apologize to your friend and refuse it 
politely. What do you say ?  
 

A) No way ! I like heavy metal .  
B) Are you kidding ? I‘m crazy about heavy metal .  
C) What about Jazz?  
D) I’m sorry, I can’t . It is too noisy. 
 
5-)  Ketty : You are my best friend and I’m proud  
                    of  you because _ _ _ _ _  
 

      Silvia : Thank you so much. Nice to hear that.  
 
A) you never listen to me when I talk to you  
B) you are both successful and supportive  
C) you always look nervous  
D) you usually wears like a snob 
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